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This resource has been developed 
as a general structure for you to 
think more deeply about your 
experiences at work, and how 
you can use these experiences 
to learn more about yourself and 
the people you work alongside 
including the people who live, work 
in, visit or access the service where 
you work. 





At the heart of this resource are the beliefs:

• That you are already reflecting, learning, creating 
positive ripples everyday.

• That there are opportunities each day to learn 
something new, that we can then use to help things 
be even better.

• That thinking more deeply about what we did 
well, things that went well, new discoveries we 
made, things we found tricky, things that didn’t 
go as we would have liked- helps us to be able 
to take learning from these experiences and use 
this learning to create positive outcomes in lots of 
different ways.

• That it can be tricky to pin down what we mean 
by ‘reflecting’ and ‘learning’ and sometimes we’re 
unsure where to start if we want to think about our 
reflections or learning.

• That sharing our experiences out-loud, telling 
others about our learning using normal language is 
a great place to start if we want to think over how 
we are in our work.

• That working in a care home is incredibly skilled 
work, and that sharing our experiences can be a 
powerful way of recognising and celebrating the 
whole range of skills people show everyday.



Keeping the Headings in our Head
This Reflections & Ripples leaflet has a number of 
headings, with some questions and suggestions for 
you to consider under each of these headings. Do 
they look familiar?

We hope that by using (hopefully well-known!!) song 
titles that this may help you in keeping these in your 
head as you go about your work, and do the ‘on the 
job’ reflecting that is part of everyday.

The song titles, and the questions underneath them are 
designed to explore how you can go deeper into your 
everyday experiences, in order to make the most of the 
learning for yourself and others can be.

Below is an example of how the song titles could be 
used to help you think more about something that 
happened at work.



Theme: Hello
What this theme is about: a brief description, just a few 
lines is enough, of what happened, that you are going 
to think more about. 

Theme: The Sweetest Thing
What this theme is about: What aspects of what 
happened in your story were you most excited/
energised/hopeful about? What hints does this give 
you about what is important to you?

Typical Sentences Might Begin with:

I felt....... when........ 
It surprised me when... 
The best thing about this story was...
I think something I really value is... 
I was buzzing to tell others... 

Theme: Knowing Me and Knowing You
What this theme is about: What have you learned 
about yourself that feels important or new? 
What have you learned about what helps you to get to 
know more about others?

Typical Sentences Might be:
I have seen how........ is important when getting to know 
others.
Something I do that helps me to get to know others is...
Through this experience I have learned that I...
I’m going to use what I learned about myself in this 
experience to...



Theme: Always on my Mind
What this theme is about: From your reflections and 
learning on this story is there anything else you would 
like to think more about in terms of how you might use 
this learning in your work?

Typical Sentences Might Include:
What I keep thinking about...
I wonder... 
I hadn’t known before... 
I had never thought about...

Theme: Good Vibrations
What this theme is about: Were there any positive 
ripples (however small) from bringing your learning from 
this story into other situations?

Typical Sentences Might begin with:
It made a difference because...
Something that happened next...
Its led to me/us...



Theme: Whatever Next and Imagine
What this theme is about: What further actions 
(however small) would you like to try out to take what 
you know from this story into your work now?

Typical Sentences might Begin with:
I’m going to think more about ...
I want to chat to...
A small idea I’ve ha ...
I wonder could we have a go at...

Theme: Bridge over Troubled Waters
What this theme is about: If there were aspects in the 
story that were tricky for you, what did you learn from 
these tricky parts?

Typical Sentences might Begin with:
I felt... 
What this situation showed me was...
What its making me think about is...
Something I might do differently going forward...

Thinking about it I think my learning is that I assumed 
she would like me to do this for longer, but maybe she 
wouldn’t so I would like to find out more about what this 
lady would like.



During personal care this morning I noticed that a 
resident relaxed her shoulders, and closed her eyes 
when I was rubbing conditioner in her hair. 

I know that it’s important to me to keep discovering 
what’s important to the people I support. 

I learned about the other ways I can connect to 
someone without using words. Sometimes when 
I’m supporting people with personal care I feel bad 
because I run out of things to say - this made me think 
about how it feels natural for me to be with someone in 
silence.

I’d like to think more about what it was that this lady 
was enjoying - was it the mini - head massage I 
was giving or was it the smell of the conditioner? Or 
something else I haven’t thought of yet?

Reflections and Ripples Story Example



I was able to share this story with her family, and if felt 
good to see how happy they were to hear about this.
I’m thinking about physical contact with residents 
and exploring more about the different ways I have 
physical contact with residents - could I explore more 
about head massage or hand massage? I also want 
to think more about when new residents come to the 
care home, and how we find out how they feel about 
physical contact.

Thinking about it I think my learning is that I assumed 
she would like me to do this for longer, but maybe she 
wouldn’t so I would like to find out more about what this 
lady would like.
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